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Preface

This study develops a formal grammar that captures the modern speaker’s scansion of classical Chinese verse and accounts for his intuitive judgment of the metrical harmony. The central proposal is that the grammar is represented by the coexistence of the five minimally different sub-grammars in which the cognitively oriented reading experience can be grounded. The grammar is couched in the Optimality Theory framework and the empirical basis is constituted by a corpus of 3933 lines randomly selected from five major genres of classical Chinese verse spanning more than 2000 years. The corpus obviously offers a fertile ground for exploration from various angles, and the present study focuses on only one aspect, namely, the development of the above-stated grammar. Other related topics such as the historical dimension of the verse grammar are also briefly addressed.

As such, the study might hold appeal to a wide range of audience, including phonologists, metricists and sinologists. Specifically, phonologists may concentrate on the development of the individual sub-grammars and the representation of their coexistence via the floating constraints model. Metricists may wish to focus on the discussion of the formal grounding of the metrical harmony, find metrical issues of interest briefly dealt with in Sections 5.3 and 7.3, and hopefully gain insights into further issues from the present study. Sinologists might want to quickly go over Section 1.2 (and probably the references cited therein) to get familiarized with the theoretical frameworks before discovering how the present study bears directly on some intriguing questions in classical Chinese poetry, such as the position of a verb in a verse line, the best word order and the frequency pattern, which have been long discussed by literary commentators.
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